Wall Collapses Behind Fraternity, Buring Three Cars in Rubble

By JOSEPH GREEN

Several communities are demanding an investigation and another damaged building, the result of a construction accident, was reported. Some residents said they did not expect it to happen, but others reported that it had happened in the past.

One resident, who requested anonymity, said, "It's really disappointing to see this happen again. We've had issues with construction in the past, and it's just not safe."

The site was located on the corner of Main and Third Streets, which is a busy intersection in the downtown area.

 Several neighbors expressed concern about the safety of the area and the potential for more incidents in the future.

Survivor in Satisfactory Condition After Twin-Semen Separation

By MARY SELLENA

A survivor in satisfactory condition after a successful twin-semen separation operation has been discharged from the hospital.

The operation, performed by Dr. John T. Smith at the University Hospital, separated the pair of fraternal twins on March 15, in an operation termed "successful" despite the fact that one of the infants died from complications.

The surviving baby is in satisfactory condition and will remain under the care of the neonatal intensive care unit. The baby's condition is stable, and she is expected to make a full recovery.

The separation process was completed successfully, and the twins have been reunited in the hospital. The parents are in high spirits and are grateful for the care provided by the medical team.

University Scholars Group Seeks Applicants for 1977-78

By LARRY PROMAN

The University Scholars Group is seeking applicants for the 1977-78 academic year. The program is designed for highly motivated students with strong academic records and the potential for leadership roles.

Applicants must have a minimum GPA of 3.5 and must have completed at least two years of college with a major in a particular field of study. The program offers opportunities for advanced study and research.

The application process is open to all students currently enrolled in the University, and candidates are encouraged to apply shortly.

Insanity Plea Should Be Abolished, City Judge Tells Law Students

By WENNY CHAMBER

"Insanity plea should be abolished, and the courts and the public should focus on finding a more just and effective way to deal with individuals who commit crimes," said Judge John Smith, who addressed law school students last week.

Judge Smith's speech was part of a series of lectures on criminal law and procedure. He called for a more rational approach to the justice system, one that recognizes the complexity of human behavior and the need for compassion and understanding.

The lecture was part of the University of Pennsylvania law school's annual conference on criminal justice, which brings together leading experts in the field to discuss current issues and challenges.

By ANNE MARIE STEIN

A 1966 letter discussing the University's connection with the CIA was made public last week, and it revealed previously undisclosed information.

The letter, written by the late University history professor Odell Clark, was found among the papers of the University's archives. It mentioned a former professor to Congressman Adam Clayton Powell Jr., who was part of a CIA investigation.

Clark wrote that the University's connection with the CIA was "a routine remission, and many charges would be brought against the University if they were not or had been relieved of certain of their responsibilities."
ENERGY $60-PER MONTH
DONATE BLOOD PLASMA
E 9am-5pm
Call 442-5872
- Convenient
- Reasonable
- If you have had difficulty
- Previous collections
- INTERSTATE BLOOD BANK
2503 N. BROAD ST.
(215) 278-2343

YEARBOOK PHOTOGRAPHY MEETING
All Photographs And Those Interested In
Becoming Photographer Please Attend
(Even if you're not a photographer, We're Welcome.)
Thursday Oct 19 * 00 p.m.
Yearbook Office

FRESHMAN VOTE
For Your Representatives
To The Undergraduate Assembly
ELECTION DAYS ARE
Today And
Tomorrow
OCT 12 And 13
Polls Are Located In The Quad,
Hill House, Stouffer, King's Court And On Locust Walk.
Roving Polls In
Hi Rise East And South
NominationS And Elections Committee

CLASSIFIEDS
APARTMENTS
16 UNION AVE.
1 and 2 Room
1150-1190
Hill House
(215) 951-1616

3-3 BEDROOM APART.
Free With PTTI 920.
TOWNEHOUSE
282-3100 384-4674

STEREO COMPONENTS
All major brands at the lowest possible prices
Fully Guaranteed
Call 462-5437
After 7 Tonight

STEREO SERVICES
FREE ESTIMATES
SPECIALS
D V D S
Call 391-9207

PENN UNION COUNCIL
Provisionally Presents
Jonathan Richman And The Modern Lovers
In A Little Night's Music
Saturday, Oct. 15
8 PM to Midnight
Penn Union Ballroom

INSTEP DISCO RETURN
Friday, Oct. 14
9:00 PM - 2:00 AM
Downstairs In Houston Hall

ENTER PHOTO CONTACT
PUBLISHED BY PTTI
Monday thru Friday

ART SHOW
Niles Lwowenskow
Runs Thu-Thur Oct 19
H H Bowl Room

DONOR CONCERT
Penn Composer's Guild
Music by Robert Carl, Jack Clay
with John and Dee Miller, Wite and
developed with jazz and
Harwell House
Saturday, Oct 16
7:30 P.M. - Free-
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being promised to Moll and, or, alices, Moll that they could require was not what they controlled they was mood. Center explained that the concept of new Pennsylvania Mental Health Act was intended. The act would establish insanity as a defense plea, although in case barrio circumstances in which the defense was used, trials could still be deferred.

Siamese Twins
(Continued from page 1)
who lived at that time, clubber it was clearly a question of having a life."

Horrible. The family was kept fully
"We discussed the moral issue for 10 days. We'd had enough. We'd had it."
was that the court order from Philadelphia, which was used as to rule the death of both twins. "This was used as a burden in any undue intimation by the State of Pennsylvania reporting the proper procedure adopted."
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Colleen Dewhurst Opens in New Comedy

By JONATHON GreER

Colleen Dewhurst, 62, the distinguished stage actress who plays the title role in a new Charles Ludlam comedy, told The Daily Pennsylvanian that she is currently working on a one-woman play, "Almost Perfect Person," which should open in Philadelphia this fall. Dewhurst, who has appeared in numerous Broadway productions, said that she is excited about the prospect of performing alone.

"It's a role that I've been waiting for," Dewhurst said. "I've always wanted to do something that would allow me to explore my own character."

The play is a one-act comedy that explores the life of a woman who has spent her entire life trying to be perfect. Dewhurst said that she was drawn to the role because it is a "challenging" one that requires her to explore her own insecurities.

"I really feel like I'm coming out of my shell," Dewhurst said. "It's a role that allows me to be completely honest with myself."

Dewhurst has received several awards for her work in theater, and she is a member of the American Theatre Wing. She has also appeared in several films and television shows.

She is currently working on a new play with playwright David Mamet, and she is hoping to bring it to New York City soon.

Dewhurst is currently performing in "The Seven Percent Solution," which is playing at the Alvin Theater in New York City. The show is directed by David Hare and stars John Lithgow and Michael Douglas.

"I'm really enjoying working with John and Michael," Dewhurst said. "They're both wonderful actors, and it's been a pleasure to work with them."
**Broad Implications for Higher Education**

By Richard Gordon

The Supreme Court will today hear opening arguments in a case that concerns the University of California at Davis medical school and the battle over affirmative action programs. The Bakke Case is a 37-year-old engineer who went ahead with an appeal, and both appealed. The University's professional schools are not used to delay active implementation of affirmative action goals.

By Joseph T. Moldovan

The Supreme Court will today hear opening arguments in a case that concerns the University of California at Davis medical school and the battle over affirmative action programs. The Bakke Case is a landmark case with incredibly broad implications for higher education. The Supreme Court will hear arguments in a case that concerns the University of California at Davis medical school and the battle over affirmative action programs. The Bakke Case is a landmark case with incredibly broad implications for higher education.
Two New Organizations Now Available to Students

By Matt Cohen

Two new organizations recently popped the top of activism open to University students. One, Circle K, is taking a group of students off-campus to do volunteer work in the community; the other, the Pennsylvania Reform Union (PPU), seeks to promote thought and debate on key political and social issues.

Circle K was last seen at the University in 1971. Sponsored and financed by Kiwards International, University in 1971. Sponsored and operated by the Jewish Student Union, Circle K now boasts two new organizations recently presented, according to circle chairman Bruce Love.

While you wait for Circle K's next event, you can stir up activity with a variety of speakers, including such personalities as Dr. Strangewhow, the most popular political figures of the year.

Be sure to check out the latest event, a debate on current issues. The topic of the debate is "The Most Popular Political Figures of the Year." Speakers will include Dr. Strangewhow, the most popular political figures of the year, and several others.

In addition, interested individuals can attend a forum on current issues, featuring the most popular political figures of the year. The forum will be held in the Student Center, and will feature a variety of speakers, including Dr. Strangewhow, the most popular political figures of the year.

Circle K is geared towards "insiders," a free magazine supplement to your college newspaper. It's another better idea from Ford. "Insider" won't give you advice on your love life, but it will give you help on what's almost as important. The subject is Focus on Personal Energy: The New Fitness. Watch for it!

A nice body is within your grasp.

Find out how next week. That's when you'll be getting "Insider" — a free magazine supplement to your college newspaper. It's another better idea from Ford. "Insider" won't give you advice on your love life, but it will give you help on what's almost as important. The subject is Focus on Personal Energy: The New Fitness. Watch for it!
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Connaissance Presents

DAVID FROST

Speaking On

The Interviews

Wed., Oct 12

Irvine Auditorium

8 P.M.

FREE

Starting this week on Channel 3—
an early morning FAS television class for credit!

“The World Around The Revolution”

(History 378TV)

• A brand new FAS course starting now!
• Self-paced watch it every week at 6:15 a.m., or all at once in the Audio Visual Center.
• Participation by 20 FAS faculty members.
• Weekly or bi-weekly discussion sessions.
• Add this course now: Section 1 (11846); Section 2 (11847).

For more information: CGS, 210 Logan Hall, Ext. 7326.
Add this course now!

Supreme Court Heats BAKKE CASE TODAY—The nine Justices of the U.S. Supreme Court have set aside one hour and 45 minutes to hear the case of 37 year-old Allan Bakke, who claims “reverse discrimination” against Whites kept from being admitted to the University of California at Davis. The petitioners have been denied with little more than the case, including one from the University. A considerable time will probably elapse before the court releases its written opinion along with any separate dissents or concurrences in final form.

ECLIPSE WILL COVER WESTERN U.S.—The midday sky will darken today over much of the Western United States when the moon passes between the sun and earth, causing a partial eclipse. The eclipse will begin at 2:58 P.M. EDT and end at 5:30 P.M., reaching its maximum at 4:14. Weather permitting, the partial eclipse will be visible to some degree over all of the continental United States and much of Canada. Total eclipses of the sun occur about every two years. The next total eclipse that will be visible in this country for the rest of the century will occur Feb. 26, 1979.

STUDENT RALLY IN SUPPORT OF FIRED WORKERS

Students, Faculty And Workers Will Speak On Different Perspectives Of The Strike

THURSDAY, OCT. 13 AT 12 NOON
At College Green
(Across From Van Pelt Library)

ECLIPSE WILL COVER WESTERN U.S.—The midday sky will darken today over much of the Western United States when the moon passes between the sun and earth, causing a partial eclipse. The eclipse will begin at 2:58 P.M. EDT and end at 5:30 P.M., reaching its maximum at 4:14. Weather permitting, the partial eclipse will be visible to some degree over all of the continental United States and much of Canada. Total eclipses of the sun occur about every two years. The next total eclipse that will be visible in this country for the rest of the century will occur Feb. 26, 1979.
Penn Student Agencies

We are looking for freshmen and sophomores who are interested in being interviewed for assistant manager positions. Though promotion to manager is not guaranteed, the purpose in establishing these positions is to make insurance available to your organization. If you are interested in these positions, contact Gary.

Textbook Return Notice

October 7 was the end of the 7-day return period for textbooks during the first month of classes. After this date no textbooks will be accepted for credit refund without a drop slip. If you have delayed the purchase of your fall texts, please try to purchase them as soon as possible.

On October 15, professors will begin submitting their spring textbook requirements. Shortly after this date we will begin returning fall text books to publishers in anticipation of the arrival of spring term text books.

Call Home.

It’s great to be away from home. Then again, sometimes you just want to go back...if only for a few minutes.

Call home tonight...Long Distance. Because if you dial the call yourself, station-to-station, between 5 and 11 PM, you’ll be able to talk for ten minutes for $2.57 (plus tax) or less to anywhere in the continental U.S. except Alaska!

You don’t need to apply to present your credit card. Just dial the number above, then type the number of the party you want to reach. If you’re interested in any of the above, please stop by or call the Graduate Student Placement Service on Wednesday, October 12, at 6 PM or Friday, October 14, at 11 AM. For more information, call 215-573-7939.

Long Distance. What else is so nice for the price?
VAN HOUSEN SPARKS ERA FOR PENN SPORTS WOMEN

"As I look back at these past four years, one word that comes to mind is right: Women's athletics is the most exciting. It has turned into a great sport. There has been a parallel increase of support and enthusiasm at Penn for women's athletics," said John Van Housten, Director of Women's Athletics, who has led Penn's women's program. "We've come a long way. We've had some ups and downs, but we've been on an overall upward trend."

The petite, friendly administrator entered into women's athletics at Penn in 1973. Van Housten has a background in physical education and coaching, and he has been associated with women's athletics ever since.

"When I came to Penn, there were only eight sport varsity sports available to women. Now there are 25. When I came, there were less than 200 girls and now there are about 900 or so. When I first came here we had our first home game at Franklin Field. Now most of our games are at Franklin Field," Van Housten said.

Although the director points to her predecessor, Marcia Dolmage as having turned the women's program around, Van Housten has been instrumental in the progress. He has been at the forefront of the women's program since he was named to head the varsity program.

It was not until the end of another season that Mrs. Van Housten was given the opportunity to be in charge of the entire program. She is a hands-on administrator, and it just happened to start just at an opportune time.

"I came to Penn, there were eight varsity sports available to women. Now there are 12...I could go on and on about the changes that have occurred since I've been here."

Connie Van Housten

Boothers Remember Past Shutdowns As Inexperienced Engineers Visit

"Bad Ben" Nix Heads Quaker Hunters

The quickness Bob has trouble with the leg for awhile, stated Nix. "Anytime you take a year off, you have a helluva linebacker."

"He's the very best," claimed Mazich, a junior. "It's great to play next to linebacker Tom Mazich with 26 points, needs binoculars Just to keep Nix in sight."

"We're going to have a storage problem. Another problem is that the access to the Pool for our women swimmers suggested Van Housen. "Also about four years. And, along with this recent increase in Interest and participation has come an Increase In budget.

Van Housen is quick to point out that the quality of coaching has improved in recent years. "We've found better coaches, not just in terms of experience, but also in terms of enthusiasm for women's athletics.

The Ivy Agreement was established because they wanted to keep athletes from transferring between schools. But the NCAA is more political, more budget-conscious, and I just happened to start this Job at an opportune time."

"It's a philosophical question," she explained. "Scholarships place pressure on athletes to perform. But there are other ways to motivate athletes."

"The Ivy Agreement was set up so that all schools would be on the same page. But now, there's a lot of room for interpretation."

Van Housen herself who was instrumental in bringing Darlington's ideas and enthusiasm for women's athletics to Penn. "Women's athletics is on the move nationally and there's been a parallel increase of support and enthusiasm at Penn for women's athletics," she said.

"We've had some ups and downs, but we've been on an overall upward trend."

Nancy Golding

Nancy Golding

Spikers Pop Immaculata

With Strong Opening Set

The Quakers were able to win with Strong Opening Set of games. A breather, right?

The players are more relaxed. We play on artificial turf one afternoon, sweeping past Immaculata and Alex Cury in addition to the Quakers were able to win with Strong Opening Set of games.

"We always seem to have trouble with the leg for awhile," said Nix. "It's great to play next to linebacker Tom Mazich with 26 points, needs binoculars Just to keep Nix in sight."

"He's been the most outstanding defensive player of the week.
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